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The Manual for Ear Training and Sight Singing and the Anthology for Sight Singing provide a

comprehensive, research-based curriculum in aural skills. Informed by Gary Karpinskiâ€™s

groundbreaking research on music perception and cognition and his two decades of practical

teaching experience, this innovative package systematically develops ear-training and sight-singing

skills based on how students actually learn. The Manual lucidly explains how to hear and

understand the essential elements of tonal music by closely integrating aural skills with the basic

concepts of music theory. The companion Anthology provides a collection of 1200 graded musical

excerpts drawn from real music literature. Carefully coordinated with the Manual, this

comprehensive anthology is flexible enough to support any aural skills curriculum or to be used

alone as a sight-singing text.
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It pains me to have to rate this book two stars. It's really an excellent bookâ€”or would be, if it were

the whole book. That's the problem: it's half a book. Although you will certainly get some benefit

from this book on its own, you will get massively less benefit than you would if the sight singing book

sold separately were part of this one. Obviously, as academic publishers do, Norton has in this case

decided to split the content into two volumes so that it can charge twice the price. The result is that

you're looking at $160 to buy both halves of the book, and that's an outrageous price. There is

absolutely no reason to charge this kind of money for textbooks, except that these publishers have



a captive market. They talk professors and departments into assigning their books, and the result is

the student must shell out the cash. The price is unfair, it's always been unfair, and there's not a

thing you can do about it. In this case, I would suggest passing on this otherwise excellent book.

I received my used copy in moderate condition. There was obviously writing on the inside and the

spine / pages showed moderate wear. I don't really care though. It stays in my backpack for

school.The content starts with protonotation which helps you understand how musical rhythm is

"broken up." It really helps provide the building blocks to reading music, which it should. I've been

reading music for a long time, though, so it was a little painful to get through a good portion of the

first ten chapters. But if it's required for school, it's required for school.

When you have to learn to hear music and interpret how it goes, this manual is very helpful. It is a

very useful tool.
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